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Introduction
th

th

This type of Farm Wagon was very common in the 19 and 20 Centuries. Because of its shape it was
also known as a Boat Wain, and the one painted by Constable in The Hay Wain is very similar.
The kit is quite simple to build using superglue or 2-part 5 minute Epoxy Resin glue. However, the raves
(curved planks sticking out to enable loads to be piled up) require some easy soldering. Probably they
could be assembled with glue as well.
Construction
•

Clean up the edges of the body and floor castings and
glue one side and one end to the floor. It can help to
hold them in place with plasticine while the glue sets

•

Then glue the remaining side and end and fill any gaps
with model filler.

•

Turn the complete body over and glue the rear axle in
place on the two spacing pads. The stub axles should
point upwards in this position, but downwards when the
wain is the correct way up. This angles the tops of the wheels away from the body to improve
clearance and keep the footprint narrow for narrow lanes.

•

Glue the front axle (with a hole for the
pivot bolt) to the forecarriage. At one end
of the forecarriage the side timbers stick
out more. Drill through these and through
the ends of the shafts approximate 0.8mm
diameter. Also the horse ends of the
shafts. The holes are to take dressmaker’s
pins or fine wire to pivot the shafts, and to
fix the shafts to the model horse.

•

Turn the wain over and trial the wheels.
Adjust the angle of the stub axles so that
the wain sits happily on a level surface (or
on the sloping road where it’s to go on the
layout.

•

The wheels are to be glued in place after
fitting the raves and painting, but an
ingenious modeller wanting them to turn could cut off the stub axles
and replace with longer brass rod or a cut down nail of appropriate
diameter.

•

Cut the raves and the 8 narrow strips from the brass etch. Gently curve
the raves to match the profile of the wain sides. Bend the ends of the
strips to about 120deg. and solder to the etched channels in the raves
so that they will be on the inside. Measure down about 14mm on the
end strips and 10mm on the middle strips and bend back to make a
narrow triangular bracket. Solder the tops of the triangles to the raves.

•

Offer the raves to the sides and adjust. I’ve shown all four brackets,
but one will foul the wheels, and the easiest solution is to cut off the
front of the strrip. (Hypotenuse) Glue first one end bracket then the
other to the end struts. Then glue the middle pair. When fully set, turn
over and repeat on the other side.
•
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Painting
Farm wagon bodies in the south and east were often a pale yellow (faded buttercup?), and in Kent often
a deep blue. However, an old colour postcard showing hops being loaded on SER D-end wagons has
the hop pokes tinted a pale yellow, while the wagon sides are left untinted so they are a photographic
pale grey. One preserved wagon is painted all over a dark grey or faded black, including the wheels.
The wheels of preserved wagons seem usually to be painted red to denote danger. However, many
black and white photos show the wheels as pale grey, where the b&w photographic emulsion of the
time would have shown red as a dark grey almost black. Maybe legislation was brought in to require
red, or maybe red was mainly for vehicles on public roads as opposed to farm tracks, or carriages and
vans that might be pulled along at well over a walking pace. Definitive research needed here!
The wooden frames were jointed, so there is little ironwork except for the rave brackets which
presumably were black, the standard ironmongery colour. Probably going rusty.
Some farmers or contractors put nameboards on the front or rear. Probably contractors who might not
be known in the locality and wanted to advertise themselves.
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